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 The Stik Mouse has a multi-purpose purpose of a wireless computer mouse and gaming accessory. By combining a pair of the
Stik Mouse’s wireless remote controls, gamers can now eliminate the cable clutter that obstructs their video gaming

experience.Q: Should I cancel and restart a stateful bean? If yes, how can I cancel it? A: I don't see a reason to restart a stateful
bean. Cancelling a bean is done by removing it from the container. But you are supposed to do this only in case of a container

restart. After the container restarted, your bean will be recreated. You can also remove it from the bean definition by doing this:
@EJB private MyBean myBean; @PostConstruct public void init(){ myBean.init(); } The point of restarting a bean is to kill and
recreate it on container restart. This is a good practice in any multi-threaded application. If you want to stop the execution of a

bean you can simply call its destroy() method. Cancelling a bean is to not allow it to run to completion. This is a common
requirement if it consumes a lot of resources, and you want to control it better. The recommended way to cancel a bean is to use
container's shutdown hook to shut it down. While we usually say "restart" when referring to a bean instance, it can be confusing
since a bean may "restart" many times in a single transaction. If you're only starting it once, then that should be enough. If you're

starting it repeatedly in a long running transaction, you may want to keep it alive and stop only a "subset" of it, for example:
@Stateless public class SomeBean implements Serializable { public void someMethod() { // some long running operation...

someBean.start(); //... someBean.stop(); } @PostConstruct public void init() { 82157476af
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